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2 Application Overview
ExpressAgent is composed of two modules :
-

-

The ExpressAgent Server Service : this is a Windows Service that listens for inbound Lync
conversations. It starts a configurable workflow to answer new conversations, and acts as a
virtual agent to assist callers and redirect them to the appropriate support groups/queues
and Service Desk agents.
The ExpressAgent Workflow Editor : this is a web-based user interface, that is used to
download and check-out the ExpressAgent workflow, to modify the workflow using a
graphical workflow editor, and to upload and check-in the worklow

ExpressAgent uses a database to store :
-

The expressAgent Workflow
Information about calls (timestamps, durations, information about the caller, assignment
information,…) that can be used for reporting purpose.
In case ExpressAgent is used in a Highly Available environment, the database (which must be
setup as a SQL Server Cluster) is used to serialize the conversations in order to allow another
expressAgent to take over on-going conversations in case an expressAgent server fails.

This administrator guide will focus on configuring the ExpressAgent Server Service, and on using the
ExpressAgent Workflow Editor to modify the behavior of the Virtual Agent that is implemented inside
the ExpressAgent Server.
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3 Administering ExpressAgent Windows Service
3.1 Starting and Stopping the Service
The windows Services can be started and stopped from the Windows “Service” Control panel.
Open the Service Control Manager by selecting the “Services” entry from the “Administrative Tools”
sub-menu of your windows’ start menu.
The Service Control Manager lists every service that is installed on the machine, as well as the
services current state.
Locate the “expressAgent” service and right-click on it, and select “Start” to start the service, “Stop”
to stop the service.

If you double-click on the service, you will have the possibility to define if the service should be
started automatically or manually through the first tab.
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If you check the “Log On” tab, you will have the possibility to modify the user account that runs the
service:
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3.2 ExpressAgent Service and Runtime Configuration
The expressAgent Service configuration file is located in the installation folder that you selected
during the installation of the product. The default value for the installation folder is :
C:\Program Files\expressdesk\expressAgent\
The configuration file that is read by the expressAgent service at startup time is :
expressAgent.Service.exe.config
The file can be edited using your favorite text editor. You can used notepad for instance to open that
file.
The file has the structure of an XML file.
The file is structured in different sections. Each section contains parameters that are detailed here
below.
You should not remove, insert, alter sections or modify the order of the sections, unless instructed to
do so by Express-Desk Support.
Whenever you modify the contents of this file, make sure to restart the ExpressAgent Service in
order to take your latest changes into account.
3.2.1 Section : ConfigSections
This section is meant to declare some specific sections that follow this section in the configuration
file. There is nothing to be modified in this section.
3.2.2 Section: connectionStrings
This section contains the connection string that is used by the ExpressAgent Service to connect to its
database.
There should be only one entry structured as follows :
<connectionStrings>
<add name="expressdesk.Properties.Settings.rdy2ConnectionString" connectionString="…"
providerName="… " />
</connectionStrings>

ProviderName can have the value “MySql.Data.MySqlClient” or “System.Data.SqlClient”.
ConnectionString will contain the actual connectionstring to connect to the database.
A typical value of ConnectionString for a MySQL server would be:
"Data Source=<MySQLServerIPAddress>;User Id=<MySQLServerUser>;
Password=<MySQLServerUserPassword; Persist Security Info=True"

A typical value of ConnectionString for a SQL Server would be:
"Initial Catalog=; Data Source=<SQLDatabaseName>; Integrated Security=SSPI;"

This section is normally defined by the installer through the installation process.
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3.2.3 Section: appSettings
This section contains application specific settings and variables. The following table defines each
application setting parameter:
Field
LyncServerFQDN

ApplicationId

ApplicationName
TrustedContactURI

CAName
ServiceDeskMemberQuery

WebserviceUserName
WebserviceUserPasswd
Loglevel

WorkflowXOMLConfigFile

Definition
The Fully qualified domain of the Lync Front-End
server or the Lync Front-End Pool, against which
the ExpressAgent Service application is
provisioned.
Unique ID of the trusted application as it was
defined during the provisioning process. The
provisioning process is detailed in the
ExpressDesk expressAgent Installation Guide.
The application ID will always start with
“urn:application:” and will finish with the
ApplicationName (see next item)
Unique Name of the trusted application as it was
defined during the provisioning process.
URI (Uniform Resource Identifier) that is used to
identify the ExpressAgent Virtual Agent as a Lync
contact.
The trustedContactURI must start with “sip:”
and contain the trustedContactURI generated as
part of the provisioning process
Name of the Certificate Authority of your
Windows Domain
(Deprecated) Used to define the query that must
be executed by the webservice to retrieve the
list of members of the service desk
Technical Remedy user Login ID to be used in
webservice calls towards Remedy
Technical Remedy user password to be used in
webservice calls towards Remedy
Defines the level of logging to be captured:
Debug : All debug information will be returned in
the logs. To be used for investigating issues or
for development and testing purpose.
Info : Information about activities performed by
the expressAgent server will be returned in the
log
Warning : Only warning and error information
will appear in the log
Error : Only errors and critical errors will appear
in the log.
(Deprecated) Location on the filesystem of the
7
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activityLibrariesFolder

expressAgentDbSchema

HAEnabled

FileXferTCPPort

TemporaryFilesFolder

Workflow file that defines the behavior of the
ExpressAgent Virtual Agent
Folder containing dynamically loaded libraries,
and where the ExpressAgent extensions and
plugins must be installed. ExpressAgent will
dynamically load the contents of that folder at
startup
Name of the Database schema containing the
tables and data used by the ExpressAgent
Service.
The default value is “expressdesk”, unless a
different value was specified at installation time
in the ‘initial catalog’ property of the database
configuration dialog
False (default) : The Highly-Available package is
not deployed. In case of failure of the
ExpressAgent server, all the on-going
conversations will be interrupted and the
context will be lost. Support customers who
were in a conversation will get an error message
and will have to restart the conversation from
the beginning.
True : The Highly-Available package is deployed.
In case of failure of the ExpressAgent server, the
on-going conversations will be re-dispatched to
the remaining ExpressAgent servers. This feature
should be activated only if the ExpressAgent
servers are configured as a pool, and that the
HA-Package license is purchased, and the
ExpressDesk Failover service is deployed on
every Lync Front-End server of the Lync
environment.
TCP Port where files will be sent in case a file is
transferred from a Support Customer to a
Service Desk agent, while the activity
“TransferToSelectedAgent” is active.
This port should be opened in the Firewall.
The default value is “2674”, but can be changed,
as long as firewall rules are adapted
Folder that will temporarily store transferred
files between Support Customer and Service
Desk Agent.
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3.2.4 Section : ApplicationSettings
This section contains the Remedy Webservice Endpoint URLs.
This section is configured automatically according to the information provided through the installer.
However, in case you modify the name of the Mid-Tier servers or of the ARServers, or the way the
ARServers are identified in the Mid-Tier servers, you might have to update these URLs.
Contact Express-Desk support in case you need assistance about that topic.
3.2.5 Section: System.diagnostics
This section contains settings that influence the logging of workflow activities performed in the scope
of Windows Workflow Foundation (the workflow engine used by ExpressAgent).
This section should not be modified, unless there is a need to debug a particular workflow issue or if
instructed by Express-Desk support.
3.2.6 Section: Runtime
This section contains the subfolder that should be taken into account for running custom workflow
activities. The folder identified in the setting “probing privatePath” should be the same as the folder
identified in the “activityLibrariesFolder” of the “appSettings” section.
3.2.7 Section: LicenseData
This section contains the license information that applies to your ExpressAgent installation.
In case you need to replace the license information (for example, in case you installed the product
with a Trial license and you want to replace it with a regular license), you can select the old license
information (contained between the tags <license> and </license>), delete it, and copy-paste the
new license information from the new license file into this section.

3.3 Running ExpressAgent outside of the Windows Service
For test, debugging and investigation purpose, it is possible to run ExpressAgent outside of the
Windows Service framework.
To do so, stop the ExpressAgent Windows Service, navigate to the ExpressAgent installation folder,
and double-click on “expressAgent.exe”. This will start the ExpressAgent application inside of a
command prompt window.
The configuration file that applies to that instance of ExpressAgent is “expressAgent.exe.config”, and
has the exact same structure and contents as the ExpressAgent Service configuration file.
This feature provides you with the possibility to test parameters using the ExpressAgent.exe program
before applying them to the ExpressAgent Service.
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4 Administering ExpressAgent Workflow
The behavior of the ExpressAgent Virtual Agent (or Chat Bot) is defined by a workflow file, that is
present in the ExpressAgent database, in the table “tblfiles”.
ExpressAgent comes with a web-based Workflow Editor, that allows to download the workflow file
(it is a file ending with .xoml), to edit the downloaded file, and to upload it back to the server. It also
allows to do a check-out and a check-in of the file while you are modifying it, to avoid other people
from modifying it in parallel.

4.1 Start ExpressAgent Workflow Editor
Open Internet Explorer (version 8, 9, 10, or 11), and browse to :
http://<ExpressDeskservername>/expressAgent

Click on "Download" to access the Workflow download page :
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Click on "Download Workflow1.xoml" and save the file to a place where you will easily find it back,
for instance in "My Documents".
Click on "Edit" to access the editor launcher page.

Before starting the Workflow Editor for the first time, you will need to download and install the
security certificates that will allow running the Editor application.
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4.1.1 Install expressAgent certificate
Note : this procedure must be followed only one time per user/per machine that is used to access
the editor. This means that if you connect a second time with the same user, from the same
machine, you won't have to perform these steps again.

Click on "Download our certificate by clicking on this link", and save the certificate to a location
where you will easily find it back, for instance in "My Documents".
Now open the Internet Explorer menu "Tools > Internet Options", and click on the "Content" tab:

Click on the "Certificates" button in the middle of the screen.

Click on the "Trusted Root Certification Authorities", and click on "Import..."
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A Certificate Import Wizard will pop-up. Click on Next.
Select the certificate you downloaded.

Click on Next. Leave the password field empty. Click on Next.
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Click on Finish

Click on the "Trusted Publishers" in the Certificates window, and click on "Import..."
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The Certificate Import Wizard will pop-up. Perform the same steps as detailed here above : Click on
Next.
Select the certificate you downloaded during step 1
Click on Next. Leave the password field empty. Click on Next.
Click on Finish
Close Internet Explorer Options.
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4.2 Use the ExpressAgent Workflow Editor
Click on the link to start the Editor in the "Edit" page. This will download the Editor into your local
cache and start it :

The workflow editor consists of:





A ToolBar ribbon on the top,
An Editor area in the center,
An Activity Library in the upper right
A Property editor in the bottom right

of the screen
The Toolbar contains the following buttons :












create a new Workflow file
open an existing workflow file
Save the Workflow file
Print the Workflow file
Cut the current selection
Copy the current selection
Paste the current selection
Zoom In
Zoom Out
Change the zoom to a selected value
Expand the selected Node
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Minimize the selected Node

The Activity Library lists the available Workflow Activities that can be added to a workflow. To add an
activity to a workflow, simply drag-and-drop it from the Library to the central Editor Area.
Once you have added an activity to a workflow, you can edit its properties after selecting it, and by
using the Properties Editor area.
4.2.1 Modify the expressAgent Workflow
It is advised to start by editing the "workflow1.xoml" file that you downloaded from the
expressAgent Workflow Editor "Download" page.
Click on the "Open" button from the toolbar and select the "workflow1.xoml" file.

You will notice that the workflow is composed of a set of activities arranged in sequence, with
"if..then..else" branching and "while" loops. The editor represents the algorithm that will be followed
by the expressAgent while answering inbound calls.
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4.2.2 Workflow Initialization Activities
An ExpressAgent Workflow must always start with the following activities :
4.2.2.1 AcceptCallActivity
The AcceptCall activity must always be the first workflow activity in an ExpressAgent workflow; it is
responsible for accepting the incoming call and passing the workflow execution flow on to the
CommunicationsSequence activity.
4.2.2.2 CommunicationsSequenceActivity
Acts as a container for workflow activities. The workflow activities in a
CommunicationSequenceActivity are executed in sequence. The CommunicationSequenceActivity
must reference the "AcceptCallActivity" as CallProvider, in the "Properties" panel:

To configure the "CallProvider" property, click on the "..." button. This will open a popup:

Expand the "AcceptCallActivity", and select the "CallProvider" property, and click on OK.
4.2.2.3 InitializeSession Activity
This activity will create a new session record in the database and set the relevant variables. You can
define the Target duration of a conversation by setting the "TargetTime" input property. This activity
must be the first activity of the first CommunicationSequence Activity of your workflow.
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4.2.3 Workflow Termination Activities
To terminate a conversation, a workflow must contain as last activity a "DisconnectCall" activity. That
activity doesn't need any specific configuration.
4.2.4 Minimal Workflow
As a result, the smallest valid ExpressAgent workflow will look like this :

Of course, the only thing that such a workflow would do, is to accept the incoming call, create a
record to trace the fact that an incoming call was received, and disconnect the call immediately,
without interacting with the caller. This is obviously not the purpose of ExpressAgent, and this is why
it is now time to focus on all the other activities that are available and that will provide the possibility
to interact with the caller, and to re-direct the call to a queue and to a particular service desk agent.
The following chapters will focus on describing these activities. The activities described hereafter
must all be inserted between the "InitializeSession" activity and the "DisconnectCall" activity:
activities that would be defined after the "DisconnectCall" activity would never be executed, and
activities inserted before "InitializeSession" could prevent proper execution of the Workflow.
The activities are grouped per topic.
Notice that ExpressAgent is an extensible framework : it is possible to add activities to the library.
This means that you might have additional acitvities compared to the list described in this document.
Please refer to the documentation of those specific activities to get details about the way to use
them.
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4.2.5 CallHandler Activites
AcceptCallActivity, DisconnectCallActivity, CommunicationsSequenceActivity and InitializeSession
activities were described in the previous sections.
4.2.5.1 SequenceActivity

A sequence Activity is a container for other activities. The workflow activities in a SequenceActivity
are executed in sequence. A sequenceActivity is very usefull in case you define a "While" loop, to
define several activities to be executed in sequence every time the "While" loop loops.
4.2.5.2 DelayActivity

An activity that will wait for the defined TimeOutDuration before moving to the next activity.
TimeOutDuration must be expressed in <HH>:<mm>:<ss> format where HH means a number of
hours (between 0 and 23), mm a number of minutes (between 0 and 60) and ss a number of seconds
(between 0 and 60).
4.2.5.3 FaultHandlerActivity
The faultHandlerActivity is a container of other activities that is triggered in case an error happens in
the normal activity flow.
The faultHandlerActivity must be added inside the "FaultHandler" section of the workflow, that can
be accessed by selecting "View Fault Handlers" in the CommunicationSequenceActivity Handlers and
Commands menu :
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Select as Fault Type the type of exception that you want to catch to trigger the Activities defined
inside the FaultHandler. For a general error handling, leave "System.Exception".
You can drop activities inside the FaultHandler : those activities will be executed in case an error
occurs in the main Workflow.
To return to the main workflow view, simply select "View CommunicationsSequenceActivity" in the
"CommunicationsSequenceActivity".
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4.2.6 Single-Language Instant Messaging
These activities are meant to be used if you want to use only one language through the entire
workflow, or if you want to send instant messages to the caller before his language was actually
determined.
4.2.6.1 InstantMessagingStatement

This activity will send an instant message to the caller. The instant message to be sent is defined in
the "MainPrompt" property. This activity will terminate just after sending the message, and will not
wait for an answer before moving to the next activity.
"MainPrompt" must be specified. It can be a fixed value (multi-line editing is available) or it can be
filled at runtime, by binding it as the output of a previous activity (for instance, an activity
"retrieveIncidentTicketsActivity" can reference an InstantMessagingStatement MainPrompt as
TargetInstantMessagingPrompt, in which case the "MainPrompt" property should be left empty)
4.2.6.2 InstantMessagingPrompt

This activity will send an instant message to the caller, and wait for his answer. The instant message
to be sent is defined in the "MainPrompt" property. This activity will terminate after receiving an
answer, and will move to the next activity only if a valid answer was received.
"MainPrompt" must be specified. It can be a fixed value (multi-line editing is available) or it can be
filled at runtime, by binding it as the output of a previous activity (for instance, an activity
"retrieveIncidentTicketsActivity" can reference an InstantMessagingStatement MainPrompt as
TargetInstantMessagingPrompt, in which case the "MainPrompt" property should be left empty)
"InputValidator" can be used to define a Regular Expression against which the received answer will
be matched. Clicking on the [...] button will display a Regex builder that you can use to define and
test your regular expression against several inputs:
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Enter the Regular Expression in the Regex field, and enter sample inputs using the "Sample Input 1, 2
,... fields. You can add Sample input fields by clicking on the "+" button.
The sample Input fields will turn green in case the content matches the regex, and will turn red in
case the content doesn't match.
For example :
If you want to accept only the values 1 and 2 as answer to the input, you would define a regex like
this: ^[1-2]$

To test that regex, you can enter 1 or 2 in any of the sample input fields, who will then turn green, as
1 or 2 are accepted by the defined regex. However, any other input (such as 3 or 12, or anything else)
would not match the regex, and hence, this the sample input line would turn red.
For help on defining a regex that would match specific needs, you can contact ExpressDesk support.
Once you have defined a regex, click on OK. This will update the "InputValidator" property.
"MaximumPrompt" is the duration (in HH:mm:ss - Hours : minutes : seconds) that the Activity will
wait before sending another message to the caller, in case no answer was received. If
"SilencePrompt" is defined, the text defined as "SilencePrompt" will be sent, otherwise, the
"MainPrompt" will be repeated.
"SilencePrompt" is the message that will be sent to the caller in case he didn't answer during the
time configured in the "MaximumPrompt" property. If "SilencePrompt" is left empty, then the
"MainPrompt" will be repeated.
"NoRecognitionPrompt" is the message that will be sent to the caller in case his answer didn't match
the Regular Exception defined in the "InputValidator" field. It is advised to remind to the caller the
exact values that are expected. In case "InputValidator" is left empty, any input is accepted.
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"RecognitionResult" is the output of the activity and will be set at runtime only. It will contain the
input provided by the caller (if it was validated against the InputValidator) and can be referenced to
serve as input in other activities.

4.2.7 Multi-Language Instant Messaging
These activities are meant to be used if you want to serve callers in multiple languages. A multilanguage session must always start with a LanguageSelector activity, that will have to be referenced
by every Multi-Language activity.
4.2.7.1 LanguageSelector Activity

This activity will send an instant message to the caller, and wait for his answer. The instant message
to be sent is defined in the "MainPrompt" property. This activity will terminate after receiving an
answer, and will move to the next activity only if a valid answer was received.
"MainPrompt" must be specified. It must be a fixed value (multi-line editing is available).
"InputValidator" must be used to define a Regular Expression against which the received answer will
be matched. Clicking on the [...] button will display a Regex builder that you can use to define and
test your regular expression against several inputs. The input MUST BE a numerical value. Values that
can be accepted must be between 1 and 20, as there is a maximum of 20 different languages
supported by the Out-Of-the-Box Multi-Language Activities.






If you want to support 3 languages, enter: ^[1-3]$
If you want to support 5 languages, enter: ^[1-5]$
If you want to support 15 languages, enter: ^[1-9]$|^1[0-5]$
If you want to support 19 languages, enter: ^[1-9]$|^1[0-9]$
If you want to support 20 languages, enter: ^[1-9]$|^1[0-9]$|^20$

"InitialSilenceTimeout" is the duration (in HH:mm:ss - Hours : minutes : seconds) that the Activity
will wait before sending another message to the caller, in case no answer was received. If
"SilencePrompt" is defined, the text defined as "SilencePrompt" will be sent, otherwise, the
"MainPrompt" will be repeated.
"SilencePrompt" is the message that will be sent to the caller in case he didn't answer during the
time configured in the "InitialSilenceTimeout" property. If "SilencePrompt" is left empty, then the
"MainPrompt" will be repeated.
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"NoRecognitionPrompt" is the message that will be sent to the caller in case his answer didn't match
the Regular Exception defined in the "InputValidator" field. It is advised to remind to the caller the
exact values that are expected.
"SelectedLanguage" is the output of the activity and will be set at runtime only. It will contain the
input provided by the caller (if it was validated against the InputValidator) and must be referenced by
every other Multi-language activity.

4.2.7.2 MultiLanguageInstantMessagingStatement

This activity will send an instant message to the caller. The instant message to be sent is defined in
the "MultiLanguageMainPrompt" property. This activity will terminate just after sending the
message, and will not wait for an answer before moving to the next activity.
"MultiLanguageMainPrompt" must be specified. It can be a fixed value (multi-line editing is
available) or it can be filled at runtime, by binding it as the output of a previous activity (for instance,
an activity "retrieveIncidentTicketsActivity" can reference an
MultiLanguageInstantMessagingStatement MultiLanguageMainPrompt as
TargetMultiLanguageInstantMessagingPrompt, in which case the "MultiLanguageMainPrompt"
property should be left empty).
You can set the value of a MultiLanguage text by clicking on the [...] button. This will open the
following multi-language editor:
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Enter the text for the language 1 in Language 1 Text, and do the same for every other language that
you want to support in your Workflow. Click on OK when you're done. Note that carriage returns and
multiple lines are allowed for each language. International Character are authorized (i.e. Simplified
Chinese, Bengali, Cyrillic,...)
"SetLanguage" must reference the "SelectedLanguage" output property of the LanguageSelector
Activity. Clicking on the [...] button will open the properties binding dialog :

4.2.7.3 MultiLanguageInstantMessagingPrompt

This activity will send an instant message to the caller, and wait for his answer. The instant message
to be sent is defined in the "MultiLanguageMainPrompt" property. This activity will terminate after
receiving an answer, and will move to the next activity only if a valid answer was received.
"MultiLanguageMainPrompt" must be specified. It can be a fixed value (multi-line editing is
available) or it can be filled at runtime, by binding it as the output of a previous activity (for instance,
an activity "retrieveIncidentTicketsActivity" can reference an
MultiLanguageInstantMessagingStatement MultiLanguageMainPrompt as
TargetMultiLanguageInstantMessagingPrompt, in which case the "MultiLanguageMainPrompt"
property should be left empty).
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You can set the value of a MultiLanguage text by clicking on the [...] button. This will open the
following multi-language editor:

Enter the text for the language 1 in Language 1 Text, and do the same for every other language that
you want to support in your Workflow. Click on OK when you're done. Note that carriage returns and
multiple lines are allowed for each language. International Character are authorized (i.e. Simplified
Chinese, Bengali, Cyrillic,...)
"InputValidator" can be used to define a Regular Expression against which the received answer will
be matched. Clicking on the [...] button will display a Regex builder that you can use to define and
test your regular expression against several inputs:

Enter the Regular Expression in the Regex field, and enter sample inputs using the "Sample Input 1, 2
,... fields. You can add Sample input fields by clicking on the "+" button.
For help on defining a regex that would match specific needs, you can contact ExpressDesk support.
Once you have defined a regex, click on OK. This will update the "InputValidator" property.
"InitialSilenceTimeout" is the duration (in HH:mm:ss - Hours : minutes : seconds) that the Activity
will wait before sending another message to the caller, in case no answer was received. If
"SilencePrompt" is defined, the text defined as "SilencePrompt" will be sent, otherwise, the
"MainPrompt" will be repeated.
"SilencePrompt" is the message that will be sent to the caller in case he didn't answer during the
time configured in the "MaximumPrompt" property. If "SilencePrompt" is left empty, then the
"MainPrompt" will be repeated.
"NoRecognitionPrompt" is the message that will be sent to the caller in case his answer didn't match
the Regular Exception defined in the "InputValidator" field. It is advised to remind to the caller the
exact values that are expected. In case "InputValidator" is left empty, any input is accepted.
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"SetLanguage" must reference the "SelectedLanguage" output property of the LanguageSelector
Activity. Clicking on the [...] button will open the properties binding dialog :

"RecognitionResult" is the output of the activity and will be set at runtime only. It will contain the
input provided by the caller (if it was validated against the InputValidator) and can be referenced to
serve as input in other activities.

4.2.8

Conditional Activities

4.2.8.1 EvalConditionActivity

The EvalConditionActivity is meant to Evaluate a condition (that can take several values as input) and
that will give a True or False value as output. The output can be referenced as CodeCondition in
"IfElse" Activities or in "While" activities.
"ConditionToTest" is the statement to be tested. It can take any combination of input variables
(VAR1..5) as variables.
Variables have to be surrounded by $$. For instance, to reference the value contained in VAR1, type
$VAR1$
28
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The conditions that can be tested are:







equal : ==
different from: !=
smaller than: <
higher than: >
smaller or equal: <=
higher or equal: >=

Special value : null can be referenced using the keyword "null" (with the double-quotes).
Arithmetic operations (+ , - , * , / , % ) as well as logical operations (& , | , && , || , ^ ) are allowed.
Refer to the complete Microsoft JScript Language Reference for more details :
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/sx16asca%28v=vs.90%29.aspx
"VAR1", "VAR2", "VAR3", "VAR4", "VAR5" are the variables that can be used in the condition
statement. These variables can be bound to the output of other activities (such as prompts), by
clicking on the [...] buttons.

4.2.8.2 IfElseActivity

Use the IfElse activity to perform conditional branching during the workflow.
It is possible to Add several branches, by right-clicking on the "IfElseActivity" and selecting "Add
Branch".
The condition to execute a branch is defined on a per-branch basis. Conditions are evaluated from
left to right, with the last branch being the "else", and being executed in case no other condition
were met.
To define the condition to execute a branch, click on that branch, and select "Code Condition" in the
Condition property.
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Click on the "Bind Property" yellow button, and select the Condition output of an
"EvalConditionActivity":

4.2.8.3 WhileActivity

Use the "While" activity to loop on an activity while the condition defined as "Condition" is true.
To define the condition, select "Code Condition" in the Condition property. Click on the "Bind
Property" yellow button, and select the Condition output of an "EvalConditionActivity"
4.2.8.4 GoToActivity

The "GoToActivity" can be used to branch the workflow to an activity and continue the flow from
that point. Use that feature with care, and prefer to use "IfElse" or "While" activities whenever
possible.
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4.2.9 Remedy Data Activities
These activities are meant to retrieve and manipulate data from a Remedy webserver through
webservices and to make use of the results.
4.2.9.1 RetrieveIncidentTicketsActivity

This activity can be used both in a Single-language context as well as a Multi-language context.
In the context of a Multi-Language workflow, use the Properties listed in the "MultiLanguageInput"
section. Otherwise, use the Properties listed in the "Input" section.
This activity will retrieve the list of open tickets where the caller is the submitter, and build the list
according to the following logic :
HeaderText
TicketText (repeated for each displayed ticket)
...
Footer Text
That text can then be used as MainPrompt of an InstantMessagingPrompt (or
MultiLanguageInstantMessagingPrompt)
The "TicketText" property is repeated for each ticket resulting from the query. It accepts the
following variables, that will be replaced by the equivalent field value of each ticket :







IncidentNumber
Description
CreateDate
Status
Assignee
AssigneeGroup
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DetailedDescription
Assigned_Support_Organization
Assigned_Support_Company
Ownedby
OwnedbyGroup
OwnedbyOrganization
OwnedbyCompany
categorization_Tier_1
categorization_Tier_2
categorization_Tier_3
company
impact
manufacturer
priority
product_Categorization_Tier_1
product_Categorization_Tier_2
product_Categorization_Tier_3
product_Model_Version
product_Name
region
reported_Source
resolution
service_Type
site
site_Group
urgency
VIPField
serviceCI

The variable must be placed between $$.
Note: the variables listed here are case sensitive.
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4.2.9.2 RetrieveSelectedTicketInfo

This activity is meant to retrieve selected agent and assignee group out of a selected ticket, after a
“RetrieveIncidentTicketsActivity”.
To use this activity, you must first create one “RetrieveIncidentTicketsActivity” and link it to an
“InstantMessagingPrompt” or to a “MultiLanguageInstantMessagingPrompt”. You then need to add a
“RetrieveIncidentTicketsActivity” to retrieve the information of the incident that was selected by the
end user as a result of the “(MultiLanguage)InstanMessagingPrompt”.
“IMPromptAnswerResult” must be bound to the RecognitionResult of the InstantMessagingPrompt”
or “MultiLanguageInstantMessagingPrompt” where the caller was asked to provide a ticket number.
“ticketList” must be bound to the “TicketList” output property of the
“RetrieveIncidentTicketsActivity”.
“PresenceActivityTargets” can be bound to a “getPresence” Activity. That will set the selected
ticket’s assignee agent’s sip in the “getPresence” Activity, in order to verify if the agent is available
via Lync.
“AssigneeGroup” can be referenced from other activities (for instance, from a
“RetrieveSupportGroupMembersActivity”). It will contain the selected ticket’s assignee group. It
should not be bound from here.
“CodeCondition” can be referenced from an “IfElse” Activity. It will return “True” in case an assignee
was found, or “False” in case the assignee is empty. It should not be bound from here.

4.2.9.3 RetrieveSupportGroupMembersActivity
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The “RetrieveSupportGroupMembersActivity” can be used to retrieve the list of agents from a
Remedy Support Group, by raising a webservice call towards Remedy.
The “SupportGroupName” must contain the exact name (case sensitive) of the support group to be
retrieved. The value can be entered directly in the field (in case it must be fixed, “hardcoded” in the
flow), or it can be set dynamically as a result of a previous action (for instance, it can be bound to the
“AssigneeGroup” output of a “RetrieveSelectedTicketInfo” activity).
“PresenceActivityTargets” should be bound to a “getPresence” Activity. That will set the list of
agent’s sip in the “getPresence” Activity, in order to verify which agent is available via Lync.

4.2.10 SD Agent activities
4.2.10.1 GetPresenceActivity

This activity is meant to verify from a list of “sip:” contacts the presence status of those contacts in
Lync.
“Targets” is the list of contacts for which the Lync presence status must be evaluated.
“Results” is the Lync presence for each contact. The results can be referenced from other activites.
4.2.10.2 GetAgentsFromLDAP

This activity will retrieve the list of service desk agents from an LDAP server.
“LDAPQuery” must contain a correctly formatted LDAP query that identifies a group in LDAP. The list
of members inside that group will be retrieved, and the property “msrtcsip-primaryuseraddress” will
be retrieved from each user in the group, and set as “Targets” of the GetPresence activity identified
in the “PresenceActivityTargets” property.
“PresenceActivityTargets” should be bound to a “getPresence” Activity. That will set the list of
agent’s sip in the “getPresence” Activity, in order to verify which agent is available via Lync.
Syntax of the LDAP Query: The LDAP query must be formulated according to the following Syntax :
LDAP://CN=<GroupName>, CN=<OptionalObject….>, DC=<Domain1>, DC=<Domain2>.
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For example, to retrieve a group called “ServiceDesk” in the Object “User”, in the Domain
“contoso.com”, the LDAP query must be formulated this way :
LDAP://CN=ServiceDesk,CN=Users,DC=contoso,DC=com
Here is a sample screenshot of how a group can be organized using Active Directory :

4.2.10.3 RandomAvailableAgentSelectorActivity

“RandomAvailableAgentSelectorActivity” picks an agent randomly from the list of Present agents.
The list of Present Agents is determined by the fact that an agent is available via Lync.
“PresenceActivityResults” must be bound to the “Results” property of a “GetPresence” activity.
“selectedAgentSIP” should be referenced from other activities, such as a “TransferToSelectedAgent”
activity. It will contain the “sip:” address of a randomly selected service desk agent.
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4.2.10.4 FIFOQueueAndAgentAssignmentActivity

This activity implements a FIFO (First-In, First-Out) queue:
-

-

In case a person calls and all available service desk agents are occupied, the call will be put in
a waiting queue. A Waiting message will be repeated on a regular interval.
The expected waiting time will be calculated automatically. In case the expected waiting time
is above a certain threshold, a specific message will be displayed. This provides the possibility
to tell the caller to try again later, or to try submitting his case through a different way,…
In case the expected waiting time is less than a minute, a specific message will be shown.
This provides the possibility to tell the caller that his call will be answered very soon

“NumberOfConcurrentSessionPerAgent” : Number of sessions that the agents can handle in parallel.
Default is set to 1, this means that the agents will only be able to handle 1 conversation, and if all
agents are busy, incoming conversations will be queued. If that limit is increased, agents will be able
to serve more than one conversation at the same time.
“PresenceActivityResults” must be bound to the “Results” property of a “GetPresence” activity.
“SupportGroupName” must contain the exact name (case sensitive) of the support group to which
the call is routed. The value can be entered directly in the field (in case it must be fixed, “hardcoded”
in the flow), or it can be set dynamically as a result of a previous action (for instance, it can be bound
to the “AssigneeGroup” output of a “RetrieveSelectedTicketInfo” activity, or to the
“SupportGroupName” input of a “RetrieveSupportGroupMembers” Activity).
“SetLanguage” must reference the "SelectedLanguage" output property of the LanguageSelector
Activity. In case of Single-Language flow, you can hardcode “1” in that property, and use only the first
language of the multi-language editors of the following properties.
“WaitingMessageFrequency” : The waiting message will be repeated every X seconds, where X is the
number entered in this field.
“WaitingMessageHeader” : The first line of the displayed wainting message. Can be left empty. Is
meant to contain something like “All our agents are currently busy”. Multi-language. In case of
Single-Language flow, complete only the language 1.
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“WaitingMessageLessthanAminute”: Text to be displayed when estimated remaining time in queue
is less than a minute.
“Threashold” : Threshold, expressed in minutes. If the expected time in queue is less than the
threashold, the message “WaitingMessageLessThanThreashold” will be displayed. If it is higher, the
message “WaitingMessageMoreThanThreadshold” will be displayed.
“WaitingMessageLessthanThreashold”: this message will be displayed if the expected time in queue
is less than the defined threshold (in minutes).
“WaitingMessageMorethanThreashold” this message will be displayed if the expected time in queue
is more than the defined threshold (in minutes).
Variables : The waiting messages defined here above can make use of the following variables :
$$ESTIMATEDTIME$$ : estimated time remaining in queue, in minutes
$$NBINQUEUE$$ : number of callers in queue before the current caller
“selectedAgentSIP” : The “sip:” address of the agent selected at the end of the queuing mechanism :
it is the first agent who is available. The Caller reaches that point only after the queue is empty
before him. Should be left empty. Can be referenced from other activities, such as
“TransferToSelectedAgentActivity”.
“CodeCondition” is a Boolean that can be referenced in a “IfElseActivity” activity. It will be “True” is
at least one Agent was available in the group, and will be set to “False” in case no agents were found.
It is then possible to define the behavior of the ExpressAgent Virtual Agent in case no agent is
available.
REMARK : For this feature to work properly, it is important that the status of the calls is correctly
updated. In particular, status of calls entering this activity should be set to “categorized”, and the
status of a call that was accepted by an agent and effectively transferred (after an activity of type
“transferToSelectedAgent”) should be set to “Transferred”. In addition, the status of the call in case
the contact leaves the conversation while it is on-going, should be updated to “Terminated” by using
the CommuncationSequenceActivity’s “View CommunicationEventsActivity”, and by adding an
“UpdateTrackingRecordStatus” activity to the “CallDisconnectedEvent” where the status is set to
“Terminated”.
4.2.10.5 ContextualDataBuilder
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The contextual data Builder Activity can be used to transmit contextual information from the
ExpressAgent Virtual agent to the ExpressHelp client-side integration.
The Contextual data Builder is constituted of a template and of variables. The template would
typically contain variables that would be filled in at runtime.
“ContextdataTemplate” : must be specified, and defines the format of the information that will be
sent over the contextual channel.
For example :
-

-

-

EVENT-NEWINC:IMPACT=$VAR1$;URGENCY=$VAR2$
o The EVENT-NEWINC will trigger the creation of a new incident on the client side. The
value of Impact and Urgency will be filled in automatically.
o To fill more fields automatically, or to create another type of record, Active Link
processing must be built on the Remedy side
EVENT-OPENINC:$VAR1$
o The EVENT-OPENINC will trigger the fact to open an existing incident, where the
incident number must be supplied as argument.
o To open another type of record, Active Link processing must be built on the Remedy
side
New events can be created. Templates starting with “EVENT-“ will trigger an EVENT on the
Remedy side. It is then possible to build custom Remedy workflow on that basis.
Free-Text : Free-text information can be sent, it will be appended to the Work Info

"VAR1", "VAR2", "VAR3", "VAR4", "VAR5" are the variables that can be used in the
“ContextDataTemplate”. These variables can be bound to the output of other activities (such as
prompts), by clicking on the [...] buttons.
“ResultContextData” is the String resulting from the replacement of the $VAR..$ variables by the
equivalent values at runtime. This can be referenced from other activities, such as
“transferToSelectedAgentActivity”.
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4.2.10.6 TransferToSelectedAgentActivity

This activity performs an attended transfer to a selected agent. The agent must be available via Lync.
This implies that the presence of the agent must have been checked by the workflow prior to
reaching this workflow step.
The TransferToSelectedAgentActivity will forward instant messages from the caller to the selected
agent, and vice-versa.
The TransferToSelectedAgentActivity can send contextual data to the Service Desk agent. That data
will not be directly visible to the agent, but can be used to trigger workflow and automations inside
the Service Desk agent Client, if ExpressDesk ExpressHelp module is installed and properly
configured.
The TransferToSelectedAgentActivity will automatically move to the next activity in sequence as soon
as the Conversation was accepted on the Service Desk agent side. This means that this activity MUST
be followed by a WHILE loop, with at least a delay activity inside the loop, as long as the conversation
is active between the Caller and the Service Desk agent. This gives the possibility to define activities
to be executed automatically by the ExpressAgent Virtual Agent while the conversation is on-going
between the Caller and the Service Desk Agent. To add more than one action inside the “While” loop,
add a “SequenceActivity” directly inside the “While” Activity, then add additional activities inside the
“SequenceActivity”. Do not forget to include a “Delay” activity (recommended value is 5 seconds,
and must be minimum 1 second).
“SelectedAgentSIP” must be the “sip:” address of the Service Desk agent to whom the conversation
will be transferred.
“InitialContextualData” is the contextual data sent from ExpressAgent to the Lync client through the
contextual data backchannel, for instance to automatically create a new record and complete
information automatically, or to automatically open an existing record.
“CodeCondition” is a Boolean that can be referenced in a “While” activity. It will remain “True” as
long as the conversation is active between the Caller and the Agent, and will be set to “False” as soon
as either the Service desk Agent or the Caller leaves the conversation.
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4.2.11 Call Tracking and Reporting
The activites that are part of the Call Tracking and Reporting group are meant to update the status of
the “Call” record in the Database.
This is usefull to provide real-time information about the status of on-going Conversations through
the ExpressReport module, as well as to capture relevant information for reporting purpose.
4.2.11.1 UpdateTrackingRecordStatus

This activity updates the status of the call record in the database, with the value selected in the
“CallStatus” field.
“CallStatus” can be any of those values :
-

Established : A new call was received, the communication was established
Assessment : Questions are being raised against the caller in order to determine the purpose
of his call to categorize call and route the call to the right team/queue/agent(s).
Categorized : The call is categorized
Assigned : The call is assigned to a Team/Queue/Agent, and is awaiting to be picked up.
Transferred : The call was transferred to an Agent, the conversation was accepted by the
agent
Ticketupdated : An Incident was saved (creation of a new incident or update of an existing
incident) on the Service Desk Agent side.
Error : An error occurred in the flow of the call.
Terminated : The call was terminated gracefully.
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4.2.11.2 UpdateCallPurpose

The “UpdateCallPurpose” activity can be used to categorize the Purpose of the call, to distinguish
calls about submitting new incidents, new requests, new changes, or enquiries about existing
incidents, requests or changes.

4.2.11.3 UpdateCallAssignment

The “UpdateCallAssignment” activity can be used to record the information of assignment to a team
and to an individual.
That activity can be added several times in the flow, for instance, a first time to record the
assignment to a team, and a second time to record the assignment to the Service Desk agent inside
the selected team, after the call left a Waiting Queue.
“AssigneeGroup” can be bound to the output of other activites, such as, for instance to the
“AssigneeGroup” property of a “RetrieveSelectedTicketInfo” activity.
“Assignee” can be bound to the output of other activities, such as, for instance, to the
“SelectedAgentSIP.Uri” property of a “FIFOQueueAndAgentAssignmentActivity” or of a
“RandomAvailableAgentSelectorActivity”.

4.2.11.4 UpdateWithTicketRefNumber
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The “UpdateWithTicketRefNumber” Activity can be used to update the database Call record with the
Remedy ticket number that was the purpose of the call.
“RemedyTicketNumber” can be bound to the output of other activities, such as, for instance, the
“RecongnitionResult” property of a “(Multi-Language)InstantMessagingPrompt”.
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